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Introduction
In transmitting a compressed digital video stream over heterogeneous networks, the diversity of channel capacities in different transmission media often gives rise to problems. In order to distribute the same pre-encoded video stream to several users through channels with different capacities, the compressed video streams have to be converted into a specific bit rate for each outgoing channel. The operation of converting a video in compressed format into another video also in compressed format is called Video Transcoding, which is an essential technique for video communications over heterogeneous networks and different client devices. One of the most important functions of transcoders is bit rate conversion, which accepts a precoded video stream as the input and produces another stream having a different bit rate to meet new constraints that are not known during the creation of the original precoded video. This problem is also referred to as rate shaping or rate adaptation. Irrespective of Constant Bit Rate (CBR), Variable Bit Rate (VBR) channels, or best-effort connections, such as the Internet, a bit allocation and rate control scheme must be used to make the transcoded stream meet the channel bandwidth or packet size constraints. Various video transcoder architectures for bit rate adaptation have been introduced in the literature. These transcoders have different complexity and performance. For non-realtime applications, pixel domain transcoder [1] can be used because it achieves the best visual quality among all kinds of transcoders. For realtime applications, the compressed digital video streams have to be converted on the fly, which requires fast transcoding speed. In this case, some simplified transcoders, such as open loop transcoders [2] and DCT domain transcoders [3] [4] [5] , can be used. Because the final purpose of transcoding is bit rate adaptation, some forms of rate control scheme have to be adopted in the transcoders to control the bit rate of output video according to the target channel bandwidth.
Generic rate control belongs to the budget-constrained bit allocation problem, which is comprised of the following two steps: (1) Allocate target bit for each video frame. This step is usually called Frame-Layer Bit Allocation. (2) Derive the actual quantization parameter for each macroblock in the frame, and make the number of produced bits meet the frame bit target. This step is usually called Macroblock-Layer Rate Control. This work only focuses on the frame-layer bit allocation for video transcoding. Specifically, our goal is to obtain better transcoded visual quality for real-time, lowcomp lexity transcoders. Many previous approaches use simple formulas to assign bit budget to frames, but do not take scene variations and frame types into account. In this work, we propose a frame-layer bit allocation scheme and implement it in a DCT domain video transcoder. The proposed scheme uses scene change detection to detect scene changes in the incoming video stream. The average variance of frames is used to measure the energy of the frame. Inside a GOP, bit budget is allocated to every frame according to its energy and type.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we review the frame-layer bit allocation problem, different solutions in the literature, and scene context features. Section introduces the proposed bit allocation algorithm. Section 4 presents implementation and comparison results. The concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.
Frame -layer bit allocation and Scene Context
Since the most video compression standards assume that encoded digital video streams will be transmitted over networks that support a fixed transmission rate R, buffers at the encoder and decoder are used to smooth out the originally variable bit rate. A bit-rate control, or buffer control, algorithm at the encoder is necessary to ensure that the buffers at the encoder and decoder do not underflow or overflow. In this case, if we don't consider the transmission delay, the delay τ introduced into the system is only determined by the buffer occupancy L and the transmission rate R as
Let index k = 0, 1, 2,… represent the frame number of video sequence and F represent the frame rate of the video sequence. In order to prevent the buffer from overflow and underflow, the buffer occupancy at discrete times t k is given by
where B k number of bits for encoding frame k; L max buffer size. As the buffer fills, the rate control scheme usually increases the quantization step size so that more DCT coefficients are quantized to zero in order to reduce the bit rate while the frame rate remains fixed. At very low bit rates, arbitrary frame dropping is often required by the encoder to lower the buffer level.
Under this general buffer constraint, different methods are used for assigning the frame bit target. In MPEG-2 TM5 rate control scheme [6] , the bit budget is allocated in the hierarchy of coding layers, i.e., group of picture (GOP), pictures, and macroblocks. A GOP consists of at least one I-picture and P -pictures, and possibly some B-pictures. Before the first picture in a GOP is encoded, the number of remaining bits, B i , is updated as
where N is the number of pictures in the GOP, B i is the available number of bits at the time of coding the i-th picture and becomes the total number of bits to be allocated for a GOP when the i-th picture is the first picture in the GOP. After each picture is coded by using allocated target-bits, the respective complexity (X I , X P , X B ), which is the relative complexity measures of three t ypes of previous pictures and used in allocating target bit for the next picture, is calculated and target bit for each picture in the GOP are allocated based on the complexity of different pictures. In this way, pictures with higher complexity can have mo re bits, and pictures with lower complexity have fewer bits.
The video encoder and decoder considered in this paper are based on the ITU-T H.263+ standard. H.263+ uses the Motion Compensated Prediction (MCP), DCT, Quantization, and VLC as building blocks. After VLC, the resulting bit rate fluctuates according to the nature of the video sequence. Because the H.263+ standard is mainly designed for low-delay applications, only the first picture is intra coded as I-frame and the other frames are inter coded. A dditional I frames are avoided because they occupy many bits and introduce large delay. Also, each frame or small group of frames needs to occupy a similar number of bits, otherwise the bit rate fluctuations would require larger buffer, which would result in long delay [7] . Therefore, the typical GOP patterns in MPEG are not appropriate for low-delay applications, since they contain an I frame every 15-30 frames and allow relative significant bit rate fluctuation within the GOP. In TMN8 rate control for the H.263+ standard [8] , frame bit target is assigned only based on the buffer constraints without considering the visual content of the video stream and frame types. In TMN8, if the buffer occupancy is larger than or equal to some maximum M, the encoder skips encoding frames until the buffer occupancy is reduced by an additional R/F bits. Therefore, the buffer delay will be less than M/R. By default, M is set to R/F, and hence the maximum buffer delay is only M/R = 1/Fs, i.e., the time of one frame interval. For the current encoded frame, bit target is assigned as
where ? is defined as
in which by default Z = 0.1. ? is a small value that provides feedback from the buffer occupancy L. If L is larger than 10% of t he maximum M, the frame target B is slightly decreased. Otherwise, B is slight increased. As a result, the ? correction will help maintain a small number of bits in the buffer without underflowing the buffer [9] . In TMN8, the bit budget for a frame is only determined by the buffer. From Eq.(4), we can see that TMN8 allocates similar bit budget to frames with different energy and types (B,P). As we know, B frames are not used for motion compensation and reconstruction of other frames. However, the visual quality of B frames is dependent on the visual quality of the adjacent P frames. Therefore, if we allocate more bits to P frames than B frames, the visual quality of P frames will be increased and the visual quality of B frames will also be increased although they have less bit budget. Based on this idea, we proposed a frame layer bit allocation scheme considering frames energy and types. The details will be introduced in the next Section.
The frame-layer bit allocation in the above mentioned rate control schemes did not consider the visual content of video sequence, or only use a simple measure, such as variance or complexity, to adjust the bit allocation. These rate control strategies work well for normal video sequences. However, they cannot handle the nonstationary nature of digital video efficiently. In most existing rate control schemes, the information obtained from previously coded pictures is utilized for estimating the target bits for current picture. However, if a scene change occurs, information obtained from previously coded pictures is no more useful and even can cause visual quality degradation in the pictures following the scene change [10] . A scene change represents any distinctive difference between two adjacent video frames. It includes rapid motion of moving objects as well as changes to different visual content. Saw [11] has classified scene variations into different categories, including general scenes, rapid motion, panning, zooming, and scene cuts. Different metrics have been introduced in the literature to describe the non-stationary nature and scene variation of digital video scene.
In order to measure the visual content of a video frame, different measurements are used, such as complexity in MPEG-2, variance in H.263+, and average motion vectors, etc. Similar as in [9] , in this work we use the average variance of a frame as the energy measure of a frame, which is defined as Besides visual content, scene change is another critical element that affects video quality. In [11] , the variance between two pictures is used to detect the scene change. It is defined as: where the indices i and j represent the pixels in the row and column directions respectively, µ dif is mean value of the difference picture, dif(k), which is obtained by subtracting the previous picture from the current picture on a pixel-by-pixel basis. ROW and COL represent the number of pixels of a row and column. In [10] , the signed difference of mean absolute difference (MAD) is used to detect the scene change. It is defined as:
In these two schemes, we must have the picture pixel value to detect scene changes. However, in DCT domain video transcoder, we can only get the DCT coefficients of the incoming video. In this work, we simply use the percent of INTRA mode blocks in an INTER frame to detect the scene change. It can be calculated after variable length decoding the incoming video. In our experiment, we cascaded several different test sequences, and use these three scene change detection methods. Detection results are plotted in figure 2. In this figure, an abrupt change in these three detection measures indicates a scene change, and can be easily detected by selecting a proper threshold value. In this work, we select 50% as the scene change detection threshold, i.e., if the percent of INTRA block in a frame is higher than 50%, a scene change occurs. By utilizing the scene change detection and frame energy, we can allocate bits to every frame based on its energy and type. The detailed algorithm will be introduced in the following section.
Frame -layer bit allocation for H.263+ video transcoding
For video transcoding, the INTRA (I) frames are very important for the quality of reconstructed frames because motion compensation of the following frames is dependent on the quality of INTRA frames. Considering that INTRA frames appear seldomly and irregularly, we should transcode the INTRA frames at high quality. In the proposed scheme, if the incoming video frame is an INTRA frame, we use unified quantization parameter (QP=5) to reencode it. Since encoding INTRA frames will produce large number of bits, physical size of the buffer must be larger than the bit number of the INTRA frames. To keep lower buffer delay, several frames after the INTRA frame may have to be skipped. After variable length decoding the incoming video frames, we calculate the percent of INTRA blocks in the INTER frames. If the percent of INTRA blocks is larger then 50%, a scene change occurs. In this case, we encode the first INTER frame after the scene change as INTRA frame. Therefore, the quality of frames after the scene change is not affected.
At the frame layer, instead of making the bit target of every frame meet channel bandwidth, as in the TMN8, we make the bit budget of a group of picture (GOP) meet the channel bandwidth. Different from the GOP structure in the TM5, the length of a GOP N is predefined and a GOP only contains INTER frames. Then, the bit budget for encoding a GOP is defined as:
where ? is the number of left bits from encoding the previous GOP. Here, we should know that the B GOP includes bits for encoding DCT coefficients in a frame and bits for encoding frame header, motion vectors and syntax information. For simplification, we only consider B GOP as bit target for encoding all DCT coefficients in a GOP. Inside a GOP, the bit budget is allocated according to the energy and frame types of individual frames. Inside a GOP, P frames are allocated more bits then B frames. In this work, the bit budget for the first B frame is half of that of the first P frame. Based on this rule, we can know the bit budget for all P frames and B frames in a GOP respectively. For the frames with the same type, bits are allocated to every frame according to its energy, which is measured by the average variance of a frame. Then, for P frames, we have is the average variance of all P frames in a GOP. In the proposed scheme, we define B P GOP (i) as the total bit number for encoding the first i P frames in the GOP, i.e.,
Because the average variance of the GOP is unknown, we use the average variance of the previous i P frames with the same type as ave_var and updated it after encoding every frame, i.e., The bit allocation equation for B frames can be obtained similarly. Similarly as in TMN8 we use the average of the previous frames to estimate the number of bits used for encoding the overhead information. In order to keep the buffer delay, when the buffer occupancy exceeds a predefined threshold, which is used to control the maximum buffer delay, the following frame is skipped until the buffer occupancy is lower than the threshold.
Simulation results
The proposed rate control scheme has been implemented in a DCT domain v ideo transcoder. The structure of the transcoder is illustrated in Figure 3 . In this transcoder, after variable length decoding the incoming frame, the percent of INTRA blocks in the INTER frames is calculated in the Scene Change Detection (SCD) module. After dequantizing the code words and getting DCT coefficients, we calculate the average variance of the video frame as the frame energy. Frame layer rate control module (FRC) combines the scene change, frame energy, and buffer feedback to allocate the bit budget for every frame. At the macroblock layer, we use the TMN8 macroblock layer rate control to select quantization parameter for quantizing every macroblock. Comparisons between results achieved by our bit allocation method and by the bit allocation in the TMN-8 rate control method are discussed in this section.
In our experiments, several test sequences with different scene variations in QCIF format are used. The test sequences are first encoded with unified quantization parameter QP=3. Every test sequence is encoded with only 1 INTRA frame followed by INTER frames (B,P) without any rate control scheme. The results are summarized in Table 1 . The resulting H.263+ test sequences are sent into the video transcoder, which uses TMN-8 and the proposed bit allocation schemes. If the incoming frame is an INTRA frame or an INTER frame after the scene change, it is transcoded as an INTRA frame with QP=5. Other INTER frames are transcoded using adaptive quantization according to the TMN8 macroblock block layer rate control schemes. Figure 4 . Comparison of transcoding video quality. In this figure, the x-axis is the frame number, the y-axis is the PSNR (dB). Figure 4 plots the achieved PSNR per frame for two of the test cases. We can see that the proposed bit allocation can obtain better visual quality than the bit allocation scheme in the TMN8. In the "Cascaded" test case, the proposed scheme detects scene changes and encodes the first INTER frame after the scene change as INTRA frame. The visual quality after scene change is much better than that of the TMN8.
Conclusions
We have presented a new frame layer bit allocation scheme to improve H.263+ video transcoding for bit rate adaptation. The proposed scheme reuses the bit usage information from the incoming video and allocates more bits to frames with higher scene variations and frames after scene changes. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm effectively alleviates visual quality degradation of frames with higher variations and frames after scene changes. Because all information required by frame bit allocation and macroblock layer rate control can be calculated from the incoming video on the DCT domain, the proposed scheme can be used for DCT domain video transcoders for transmitting digital video over heterogeneous networks.
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